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SAMPLE 

Communication is much more of an art than a science. 

▪ In your group, discuss this quote. 

▪ Do you agree or disagree with this statement? 

 

Take Note! 

▪ There is no completely right or wrong way to communicate. 

▪ Each of us communicates, using our own style, and in ways we 
feel most comfortable and effective for us.  

▪ Like art, communications can take on unlimited forms and 
variations. 

▪ What is most important is that people communicate in a sincere 
and honest manner with one another. 

▪ We spend approximately 70% of our time communicating with 
others. 

▪ Look at the statistics on communication:  

 

16%

9%

30%

45%

How we communicate

Reading

Writing

Talking

Listening
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1. Complete the following: 
a) What is Information Technology?  

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________  

b) In which areas of life does IT have an impact? 

Example: advertising, seeking employment, learning, ……… 

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________  

c) What IT devices do you use on a regular basis? 

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________  

d) In your group, discuss the image below.  What’s next? 

 

 

 

 
 

? 
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1. Use the template below or write your own plan.  Include the plan 
with your portfolio, including any changes you make.  

Research Project – instruction – 
KEY words 
 

 

Have I read the assessment 
brief carefully? 
 

 

How will I set out the project? 
 
 

 

Where will I get information? 
 
 

 

How will I start? 
 
 

 

What do I need to do?  Make a 
list in order. 
 

 

What resources do I need? 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Remember, this is a plan!  You can change it if you need to. 
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1. Answer the questions: 
a) Have you used social media before? ___________________________ 
b) If so, which forms of social media have you used?  

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

2.  Read the blog 12 Tips for Safe Social Networking. on the 
website. 

3. Exchange information with another user using social media.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Include evidence of using social media and include with your 
portfolio.   Include evidence for using at least three types.  

a) Which form of social 
media did you use? 

 ____________________________  

b) Do you like using this 
form of social media?  
Give a reason for your 
answer. 
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
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5. Identify each type of social media below:  
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Assessment Brief 2 

Component title:   Communications  
Component code:   4N0689 
Assessment technique: Collection of work  
Assessment title:  Nonverbal & Visual Communication 
Assessment number:  2 
Weighting:    20% 
 
Guidelines:  
1. Understand communication techniques and evaluate images 

relating to different nonverbal communications. 
2. Design a poster to advertise an event. (visual impact) 
3. Evaluate nonverbal and visual communication in advertising.    
4. Determine nonverbal messages from images, photographs and in 

person. 
5. Demonstrate different forms of nonverbal communication. 

  

Assessment criteria: 

▪ Visual communications must include a variety of images, for 
example, captions, graffiti, photographs, video, artwork, 
advertisements, maps, colours, signs and symbols.  

▪ Include drafts and redrafts of your poster, along with the 
finalised version. 

▪ Your poster must include design elements as discussed in class.  
▪ The demonstration of nonverbal communication must include 

facial expressions, tone of voice, eye contact and body language.  
▪ Discussions may be recorded. 
 
 
 



SAMPLE 

Marks will be awarded as follows: 
 
Visual communication 
Images and messages   2 
Captions     2 
Photographs and video  2 
Poster     4 
Advertising    4 
Colours     1 
Maps      2 
Signs and symbols   2 
Statistics     1 
Total      20 ÷ 2 = 10 marks 
 
 
Nonverbal communication 
Identifying nonverbal messages  2 
Gestures      2 
Body language     3 
Nonverbal activities    10 
Visual and nonverbal communication 
Evaluating an advertisement  3 
Total             20 ÷ 2 = 10 marks 
 
 
Date brief was issued:        
 
Submission date:  
  

I confirm that this is my original work. 
 
Signed:                                                   Date:   
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Read the article: Communication (available on the website).  You can 
read it online or download and print it.  

1. Give two examples of verbal communication. 

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Give two examples of non-verbal communication. 

____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

3. What is communication? 

____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

4. Write 2 examples for each of the following:  
a) Postal communication - ________________ _______________ 
b) Telecommunication - ________________ _______________ 
c) Mass communication - ________________ _______________ 
5. Write about the importance of mass communication. 

____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

6. Write the 2 fastest ways of sending a message to your friend. 
________________________________________________________________ 
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7. Complete the sentence: Facial expressions, body gestures, signs, 
drawing, graphic design, colour, pictures, paintings are examples 
of _________________communication. 

8. The full form of the word e-mail is 
__________________________________________________________. 

9. An example of communication that is audio as well as visual is 
__________________________________________________________.  

10. The acronym PIN stands for 
__________________________________________________________. 

11. Name one printed form of communication. ______________. 
12. Mobile phones, land lines and satellite are examples of 

___________________________________________________________. 
13. Name 2 popular newspapers in your area. 

 _______________________ _______________________ 
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Write suitable captions for these photos.  You can see them in 
larger format on the website.  
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1. Write the meanings of these nonverbal messages:  
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1. Wordless Acting:  
a) Get into pairs.  
b) One person is Student A and the other is Student B.  It is up to 

Student A what moods are affecting them, good or bad.  
c) Use the script below 
d) Student A will read his/her lines out loud, but student B will 

communicate his/her lines in a nonverbal way. 
e) After the dialogue, ask each student A to guess what emotion 

was affecting the student's partner student B. 
f) Swap roles but use different moods! 

 

Script: 

Dialogue: 
A: Have you seen my book? I can’t remember where I put it. 
B: Which one? 
A: The romance novel. The one you borrowed. 
B: Is this it? 
A: No. It’s the one you borrowed. 
B. I did not! 
A: Maybe it’s on the shelf. Can you look? 
B: OK--just give me a minute. 
A: How long are you going to be? 
B:  Why are you so impatient? 
 
I don’t like it when you get like this. 
A: Forget it. I’ll find it myself. 
B: Wait—I found it! 
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1. Read the conversational tips.   
2. In pairs, have an informal conversation.  Use the checklist below: 

Make eye contact with the other 
Stay on topic 
Use appropriate voice volume 
Use appropriate nonverbal communication 
Ask questions about the other person 
Ask open-ended questions 
Find common ground, if possible 
Ask for clarification if you don’t understand something 
Listen with interest when another is speaking 
Make appropriate comments 
Take turns at speaking 
Stay focused on the conversation 
Demonstrate appropriate personal space 
Enjoy the conversation 
Be respectful 
Begin and end the conversation appropriately 
Lead with a compliment.   
Embrace small talk 
Be nice 
Keep the conversation light and positive 
Ask the person what he or she likes to do for fun 
Don't talk too much about yourself  
Show genuine interest in the conversation 
Use positive body language  
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1. Read the Listening Tips on the website.  
2. One listening technique is to stay present.  Don’t let your mind 

wander. Listen to the tutor read the blog.  Answer the 
questions. 

a) Where was the woman from?  _____________________________ 

b) How much did she win?  _____________________________ 

c) Why was the timing of the win very good?  

_______________________ 

d) What job did the woman have? _____________________________ 

e) What was her last day at work? _____________________________ 

f) On what day did she win? _____________________________ 

g) Name 2 of the winning numbers. _____________________________ 

h) What is her husband’s name? _____________________________ 

i) What was his initial response? _____________________________ 

j) What was the woman’s name? _____________________________ 

Go through the answers 

in your group.  Mark your  

work. 
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1. Read this blog.  Then read the questions and scan the text to 
look for the answers. 

Slow-cooking dinosaur eggs may have contributed to 

extinction, say scientists 

 

Wednesday, January 4, 2017 

A joint research team from the University of Calgary, American 
Museum of Natural History, and Florida State University announced 
on Monday that the eggs of non-avian dinosaurs such as the duck-
billed dinosaur took as long as six months to hatch, far longer than 
had previously been believed. 

  

Bird eggs incubate for 11 to 85 days, about half the time of most 
other egg-laying vertebrates. Scientists had thought dinosaur eggs 
were more like those of modern birds than modern reptiles, but 
this long hatch time is far more reminiscent of monitor lizard than 
magpie.  

 

The scientists reached this 
conclusion by comparing CT 
scans of the teeth of 
dinosaur embryos of two 
different species, the 
Protoceratops andrewsi, 
which had eggs weighing 
under 200 grams, and 

Hypacrosaurus stebingeri, a type of duck-billed dinosaur that had 
eggs twenty times that size. 
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1. Read the poem and then answer the questions: 

 

The Wild Swans At Coole 

 

The trees are in their autumn beauty,  

The woodland paths are dry,  

Under the October twilight the water  

Mirrors a still sky;  

Upon the brimming water among the stones  

Are nine-and-fifty swans.  

 

The nineteenth autumn has come upon me  

Since I first made my count;  

I saw, before I had well finished,  

All suddenly mount  

And scatter wheeling in great broken rings  

Upon their clamorous wings.  

 

I have looked upon those brilliant creatures,  

And now my heart is sore.  

All's changed since I, hearing at twilight,  
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1. Read the short play ‘A Doll’s House’ by Henrik Ibsen. 
2. You can read it online or download it from Project Gutenberg: 

Read the play as a group together.  Act out parts of the play.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Discuss these questions in your group as you complete each act.   
4. Then answer the questions on your own.  
5. Watch the adapted movie if you have time; it’s available on the 

website.  

Act I 

1. From the beginning of Act I, Torvald calls Nora several pet 
names. What do these names suggest about Torvald’s perception 
of his wife and his marriage? 

2. Compare Nora’s and Kristine’s lives since marriage. Who is better 
off? Explain.  
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1. Read this job advertisement carefully. 
2. Create a key to show which sections/sentences/words are fact 

and which are opinion or biased.  

(Example:  You can use a colour code with highlighters or you could 
use a letter key – it’s up to you!) 

Junior Sales Rep - Cork - Seafood Industry   

   

 

 

 

Job Category: 

FMCG Food and Non-Food 

 

Area: 

Cork 

  

Salary Description: 

Competitive Salary Offered - OTE €20K - €30K 

 

Posted: 

07/03/2017 

 

Recruiter: 

Seafood Sales Importers Ltd 

 

Job Ref: 

salesjobs 

 

Seafood Sales is one of Ireland's largest importers of fresh and frozen seafood from across the world.    

We are looking for an enthusiastic and ambitious Junior sales person to join our dedicated and 

vibrant team. Our sales team consists if great, energetic people!  We’re always looking for team 

members who are ambitious and have a positive attitude, because that’s what drives us forward 

as a company. 

https://www.salesjobs.ie/browse-jobs/fmcg-food-and-non-food/
https://www.salesjobs.ie/companies/cheflink-seafood-importers-ltd
http://cheflink.com/
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Look online for an employment contract that is related to your area of employment.  Save the 
contract digitally in your folder. 
 
Read through the contract and answer the questions.  
 
Evaluation of a Contract of Employment 
Read the sample contract of employment and answer the following questions. 
 
1. What do you consider to be important information for inclusion in a contract of 
employment? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
2. Has all the information been included in the contract that you require for this job? 
Yes                         No  
 
3. What other information do you require, if any, that might have been omitted from the 
contract? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
4. In your opinion, do you think the contract is well written? (For example: Is the language 
clear and easy to understand or is it difficult and unclear?) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
5. Were there any terms used in the contract that you did not understand? List them and 
look them up in a dictionary. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________  
6. Is a contract of employment obligatory?  
Yes                 No  
    
7. In your opinion, is a contract of employment necessary? Yes           No  
Explain your answer 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________  
8. If you were offered and accepted this contract would you feel that you were working under 
good conditions?  Yes                          No  
Give reasons for your answer. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________  
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1. What are the rules when you fill in forms?  Here are some:  
▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ fi

▪ 

 

2. Download the online form on the website.  Fill it in using an 
application like Adobe Acrobat Reader DC. 

3. Print the completed form or save the online form in your folder 
on the computer.  

4. Fill in the form on the next two pages:  
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1. Read about how to write a good meeting agenda – read the 
Agenda Notes on the website.  

 

2. Write your own agenda.  You can write an agenda for a meeting 
of your choice or you can link your agenda to your Group Project, 
which you find in the section Effective Interaction.. 

 

3.Once you have taken part in your group meeting, write up the 
minutes.  You can click into slides on the website if you need more 
information. 

Checklist for Meeting Documents 

 Use common layouts for agenda and 
minutes. 

 Type up the agenda and minutes. 

 Check spelling and grammar.  

 Proofread the documents. 

 Make sure all members of the group 
receive an agenda before the meeting and receive minutes after 
the meeting. 

 Your agenda and minutes can be included with your Group 
Project.  

 It is not necessary for every single group member to type up 
the agenda and minutes – roles must be assigned in one of your 
meetings.  

 Include evidence of drafts, redrafts and the final documents 
with your Portfolio.  
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COMMUNICATIONS 4N0689: LEARNER MARKING SHEET 
Assessment 3 
 

Effective Interaction 

Learner’s Name:  
 

Learner’s PPSN:  
 

Assessment Criteria Max Mark Learner 
Mark 

Effective Interaction – Skills Demonstration 
Listening activities 
Listening 1: Staying present (1) 
Listening 2: Paraphrasing (1) 
Listening 3 Taking notes  (1) 

3  

Watching a music video 
Listening 4: Summarising (1) 

1   

Work announcement 
Listening 5: Seeking clarification (1) 

1  

Informal conversation 
Showing positive listening skills, eye contact (1) 
Good verbal skills used (1) 

2  

Formal interview 
Showing positive listening skills (2) 
Essential answering of interview questions (2) 
Good verbal skills used (1) 

5  

Group Project 
Effective member of the team (1) 
Taking active role in discussions (1) 

2  

Oral presentation 
Evidence of planning and rehearsal obvious (2) 
Visual aids and props used (1) 
Good eye contact and approach to holding interest of 
audience (1) 
Good introduction, main body and conclusion obvious (2)  

6  

Subtotal 20  
TOTAL 20  

 

 

 

This is to state that the evidence presented in the attached portfolio is complete and is the 
work of the named learner. 

Tutor Signature: ______________________________ Date: _____________________________ 
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The Workbook comes with a free website. 

The website has: 

▪ Presentations 

▪ Notes 

▪ Slides 

▪ Questionnaires 

▪ Videos  

▪ Articles  

▪ Blogs  

▪ Checklists  

▪ Templates  

▪ Ideas 
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